
TOP TEN LEADER BOARDS 

A couple weeks ago, I received a pleasant surprise in my inbox. Denny Hodge sent 

me an email with screenshots of the code he used to create his automated “Top Ten 

Leader Boards”. Below is a screenshot of what the sheet looks like, then the code 

behind it so you can see how he did it. Note that the code for the name category is 

enclosed in brackets which means it’s an array, otherwise it will not function 

properly. You can drag these categories down to list top ten, top 100 or whatever. 

 

Figure 1. Top Ten Leader Boards 

 

Figure 2. Code Name for Name Category 

 

Figure 3. Code Name for Team Category 

 

Figure 4. Code Name for Values 

The automated Leader Boards will not function with duplicate last names and cells 

with DIV/0. To identify duplicate cells, follow steps associated with 

http://www.excel-easy.com/examples/find-duplicates.html. To change DIV/0 cells 

to 0, insert the command in red in front of existing formula(s) located in applicable 

team workbook cell(s). =IF(C116=0,0,100*(S116+U116+W116+Y116)/6) 

For your convenience, I’ve attached the workbook for the 1968 New York Jets that I 

will be using in my next replay. Use this as a template and create team workbooks 

for whatever season you will be replaying. Once all team workbooks are created, 

you will need to link the team workbooks to the League Workbook. I’ve attached 

the 1968 AFL workbook for use as the league template.  DO NOT edit any cells 

http://www.excel-easy.com/examples/find-duplicates.html


highlighted in red. Using the Jets as an example, both team and league 

workbooks need to be opened. To link all players for the New York Jets who had a 

rushing attempt to the league workbook, I accomplished the following: 

Selected “Rush – Rec” tab, entered = sign in cell A93 and left click on the name of 

the first rusher listed on the Cumulative tab (Matt Snell, cell A73). Removed the 

absolute value and dragged down to list all rushers. In cell B93, typed team initials 

(NYJ) and dragged to last team rusher listed. Typed = into cell C93 and left clicked 

on the cell associated with Matt Snell’s rushing attempt in the Cumulative tab 

(C73). Removed the absolute value, highlighted all NY Jets rusher cells (C73:G82), 

pressed the Ctrl button and hit the Enter button to populate cells.   

Repeat these steps for every team. Once all teams rushers have been linked, use 

the sheet scroll down and if you'll see NUM! errors listed underneath the cells in red 

just delete the NUM! cells because your set has less players than template. 

Conversely when you have more players than the sort covers you'll need to click on 

the left-most cell on the last sorted player line and drag it along until all columns 

are highlighted. Then click and grab the bottom-right corner of the right-most cell 

and drag down to the last player. 

You will need to repeat this process for all remaining statistical categories.  

 

   

 

 

 


